Study Skills Checklist

In order to promote student success in the classroom, it is suggested that parents initiate discussion with their son or daughter around their basic study skills.

Below are a few ideas of questions to ask and discuss:

- Is the school planner being used daily for each class?
- Is there daily structured study time at home, 90 minute minimum?
- Has the Bear Creek Parent Portal been utilized to view class grades and attendance? (if not, call Rose at (303)982-8860 to set it up.)
- Is there a parent/student weekly discussion of progress in each class?
- Does the student use Access, Tutor Room and After School Homework Help (LMC) for additional help?
- If absent, are missing assignments made up promptly?
- Is the student using Access to make up missing work?
- Has there been individual direct teacher contact (voice mail or e-mail) about classroom concerns?
- Is there daily recreational reading time equal to or greater than time spent on TV, video games, telephone or Internet?
- Are the necessary supplies regularly brought to class: writing utensils, paper, textbooks, and homework?
- Is there regular discussion at home about academic goals for high school and beyond?